
Super Powers for 

Prophylactic Super Heroes

Flairesse Paste . Flairesse Gel .  

Flairesse Foam . Flairesse Varnish  

Preventive dental care
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Your all-in-one system  
for comprehensive preventive dental care
Join us to become a preventive dental care hero with Flairesse: our all-in-one system formulated for maximum 
protection from cleaning to strengthening your patients’ teeth. Available in a choice of flavours to make caring for teeth 
even more enjoyable. Flairesse Paste, Gel, Foam and Varnish provides comprehensive protection that ensures you’ll 
always have the right preventive care to hand. This makes every treatment step easier, more enjoyable and efficient. 
This way, you’re not just providing your patients with super convenient protection, but also a brighter smile.

Flairesse – benefits for patients and dental practitioners
For practitioners: 
++   Easy to use and apply
++  Highly effective formula
++  Functional consistency:  

no splashing or dripping
++  A perfectly synchronised all-in-one system
++  Suitable for children, adults and older people

For patients:
++  Quick to apply
++  Highly effective caries prevention
++  Pleasant feel:  

available as a gel or foam
++  Produces zero discomfort
++  Available in a choice of flavours

Straightforward. Super powered.  
Heroic prophylactic treatment system.

Flairesse is a first-rate preventive dental care system designed for 
maximum ease of use and super happy patients. Each of these premium 
products are also strong solo performers and effectively contribute to dental 
health in their own right.

All Flairesse products contain fluoride and xylitol, are vegan and do not contain any gluten, saccharin, 
aspartame, lactose or other known allergy triggers.

Super powered. Straightforward. Prophylactic treatment.

Cleaning and polishing 
Flairesse Paste
Tooth cleaning and polishing paste in three abrasive grades for professional tooth cleaning and 
polishing of tooth surfaces as part of a prophylactic treatment.

Intensive enamel strengthener
Flairesse Gel 
Gel for remineralising and fluoridising tooth enamel after removing plaque and 
discolourations, as well as for integration into customised prophylactic treatment plans. 

Flairesse Foam
Prophylaxis foam for strengthening tooth enamel as a light alternative to the Gel with the 
same remineralising properties and a pleasant feel appreciated by patients.

Sealant for protecting hypersensitive teeth
Flairesse Varnish
Invisible, moisture-tolerant protective varnish for preventing caries and relieving pain for 
hypersensitive teeth or exposed tooth necks.
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Flairesse Paste  
The perfect all-rounder for super clean and 
perfectly polished teeth

Flairesse prophylaxis paste reliably removes hard 
and soft plaque and extrinsic discoloration caused 
by coffee, tea or tobacco – without any tendency to 
splash or drip. With three different abrasive grades for 
thorough and gentle cleaning action.  

Available in the refreshing flavours of mint and melon 
for an instant feeling of freshness during tooth 
cleaning. Guaranteed to leave patients’ teeth feeling 
smooth and soft immediately after the paste has been 
washed away. Thanks to containing sodium fluoride 

and xylitol, which prevent demineralisation and inhibit 
the growth of cariogenic bacteria, Flairesse Paste also 
provides long-lasting caries protection. 

Cost-efficient tube or convenient single-use unit? 
Whichever works best for you and your prophylactic 
treatments.

Pleasant application
Two fresh flavours  

to choose from

Cleans reliably  
and gently

For healthy, white teeth

Three abrasive grades
Coarse, medium or fine to suit 

every need

Protects the  
teeth

Contains xylitol and fluoride

No splashing
For easy,  

clean usability



Flairesse Gel 

Flairesse Gel distinguishes itself through its high 
level of sustainability, because it does not contain any 
titanium dioxide, animal products or microplastics. 
The packaging is made from recyclable plastic and 
paper. In this way, the Gel perfectly rounds off this 
prophylactic treatment system without impacting the 
environment.

With a fluoride content of 12,300 ppm coupled with 
its inclusion of xylitol, Flairesse Gel promotes tooth 
enamel remineralisation and strengthening following 
professional tooth cleaning and inhibits the growth of 
acid-forming bacteria.

In addition to perfect protection, your patients also 
profit from its short, 60 second, application time and 
comfortable application system which includes a 
tray and polishing cup for individual teeth. Following 
application, the Gel can simply be spat out – with 
no need for rinsing. This saves time and water. 

Flairesse Gel is available in the refreshing flavours 
of mint, melon and strawberry for maximum patient 
satisfaction, and is free from common allergy triggers.  

The Gel has a perfect consistency: it doesn’t drip and 
is easy to dose for each application. This ensures a 
perfect result for every patient.

The choice is yours 
Your experts for optimum strengthening  
of dental enamel

Patient satisfaction
Short application time of only  

1 minute

Strengthens the enamel
Contains xylitol  

and fluoride

Convenient handling
Easy to use  
in the tray

Pleasant application
Three fresh flavours: melon, mint 

and strawberry

Two products – same action
Choose between Flairesse Gel  

and Flairesse Foam

Flairesse Foam

This prophylaxis foam perfectly complements 
Flairesse Gel and has been especially formulated for 
those who prefer a lighter consistency. Flairesse Foam 
strengthens and protects tooth enamel – just like the 
Gel – with a fluoride content of 12,300 ppm, and does 
so in just 60 seconds. The inclusion of xylitol also 
makes this foam caries-inhibiting.

With or without tray – Flairesse Foam is flexible in 
terms of application and is hence also suitable for 
patients who are unable to keep their mouth open 
for long periods of time. Which makes it a genuine 
prophylactic hero. 

During its short application time, the Foam creates 
a pleasant feeling inside the mouth and positive 
surprise in patients – which applies in particular to 

children, who tend to love its light consistency. The 
Foam's consistency furthermore makes it less likely 
to be accidentally swallowed. And, in the unlikely 
event that should happen after all, there is no need to 
worry: it contains around 10-times less fluoride than 
conventional fluoride gels and pastes but transfers the 
same amount when applied to the surface of the teeth. 
And just as with the Gel, it does not require any rinsing 
once spat out. 

Flairesse Foam is available in the flavours mint, melon 
and strawberry and is supplied inside a convenient 
dispenser designed for easy dosing. 



Flairesse Varnish 
Specially formulated for highly sensitive 
teeth

Flairesse Varnish is a prophylaxis varnish for quickly 
and reliably sealing dentine tubules, is invisible and 
saliva-tolerant. It soothes hypersensitive teeth and 
seals exposed tooth necks and root dentine. Thanks 
to its inclusion of xylitol and a fluoride concentration 
of 22,600 ppm, Flairesse Varnish is both antibacterial 
and caries-inhibiting. This makes it perfect for 
intensive fluoridation following professional  
tooth cleaning.

This specialist varnish can be systematically used to 
treat pain and to provide relief in particular to patients 
with highly sensitive teeth thanks to its instant, 
noticeable and long-lasting soothing action.

It is available in the flavours mint and melon as 
hygienic easily single-use units. The flexible enclosed 
single-use brushes ensure that it can be applied with 
a high level of precision. 

Relieves pain
Soothes hypersensitive teeth

Protects the teeth
Contains xylitol and fluoride

Pleasant application
Two fresh flavours

Invisible
Clear varnish for natural aesthetics



For more information about Flairesse, visit: 
ww.dmg-dental.com/prophylaxis-flairesse

Flairesse

Perfect for effective prophylactic action: 
super easy to apply, high-performance 
protection

Comprehensive prophylaxis system 
Four premium products for professional 
tooth cleaning

Flairesse Foam
Mint

1 Dispenser @ 125 g Foam
Mint REF 220408

Melon
1 Dispenser @ 125 g Foam

Melon REF 220409

Strawberry 
1 Dispenser @ 125 g Foam

Strawberry REF 220410

Flairesse Varnish
Mint

35 Single-use units @ 0.4 g 
35 Brushes

Mint REF 220404

Melon
35 Single-use units @ 0.4 g 
35 Brushes

Melon REF 220405

Flairesse Gel
Mint

1 Bottle @ 480 ml Gel
Mint REF 225411

Melon
1 Bottle @ 480 ml Gel 

Melon REF 225412

Strawberry 
1 Bottle @ 480 ml Gel 

Strawberry REF 225413

Product overview

Flairesse Paste
Mint fine
200 Single-use units @ 1.8 g

1 Prophy ring
Mint fine REF 220414

Mint medium
200 Single-use units @ 1.8 g

1 Prophy ring
Mint medium REF 220415

Mint coarse
200 Single-use units @ 1.8 g

1 Prophy ring
Mint coarse REF 220416

Flairesse Paste
Mint fine

1 Tube @ 75 ml
Mint fine REF 220417

Mint medium
1 Tube @ 75 ml

Mint medium REF 220418

Mint coarse
1 Tube @ 75 ml

Mint coarse REF 220419

Melon fine
1 Tube @ 75 ml

Melon fine REF 220423

Melon medium
1 Tube @ 75 ml

Melon medium REF 220424

Melon coarse
1 Tube @ 75 ml

Melon coarse REF 220425
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A smile ahead 
together
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